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Chapterr 6
Crosss Section Measurements
Inn the previous chapter the selection of charged current DIS events has been
presented.. In this chapter it will be discussed how this sample of charged
currentt events has been used to measure the charged current ep cross sections.
Thee binning of the kinematic range used in the measurement and the unfolding
off the cross section will be discussed, followed by a discussion of the statistical
andd systematic uncertainties.

6.1.. Bin Definitions
Inn order to measure the differential charged current cross sections the kinematic
rangess are divided in bins wide enough to contain a sufficient number of events
too measure the cross section in that bin. It is important to use an appropriate
binning,, since too narrow binning will increase the statistical error and migrationn effects between neighbouring bins will become too large. On the other
hand,, too wide binning would result in a measurement which reveals less informationn than it could have done otherwise. The binning chosen in this analysis
ensuress that the bin size is several times the resolution of the kinematic variable
inn which the cross section is unfolded.
Thee single differential cross section has been unfolded in the kinematic variabless Q 2 , x and y. For the measurement of the single differential cross sectionn da/dQ2 nine bins were denned in the Q2 range 200-60000 GeV2. The
QQ22 range 200-22494 GeV2 has been divided in eight bins with equal width in
logg Q2. Since the number of events drops rapidly with higher values of Q2, the
ninthh bin had to be made larger and covered the Q2 range 22494-60000 GeV2.
Forr the unfolding of the single differential cross section da/dx seven bins were
definedd in the x range 0.01-1.0: three bins with equal width in logs in the x
rangee 0.01-0.1 and four bins with equal width in log a: in the x range 0.1-1.0.
Forr the single differential cross section da/dy seven bins were defined in the
yy range 0.0-0.9: two bins with equal width in the y range 0.0-0.2 and five
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inn the y range 0.2-0.9. For both the e~p and e+p data sample the same
binningg was used for the single differential cross section measurements. Figuress 4.6(b), 4.6(d) and 4.7(b) show the resolution in Q2, x and y, respectively.
Thee resolution in Q2 is ~ 30% over the entire Q2 range. The resolution in x
improvess from ~ 30% at low-x to ~ 10% at high-:r. The resolution in y is
~~ 13% over the entire y range.
Thee binning for the double differential cross section measurements in x and
QQ22,, d2cr/da:dQ2, was based on the same binning as used in the single differentiall cross section measurements. The e~p double differential cross section was
measuredd in 26 bins, whereas in the e+p data it was measured in 30 bins, in the
xx range 0.01-0.562 and the Q2 range 200-22494 GeV2. The difference in the
numberr of bins between the e~p and e+p data is due to the larger beam-gas
backgroundd in the e~p data (see Sect. 5.4.1). Therefore, the cross section could
nott be measured in a number of low-Q2 and high-a; bins, though an additional
binn was defined at high-x and high-Q 2 , with Q2 range 22494 - 60000 GeV and
xx range 0.316-0.562. For the measurement of d2a/dxdQ2 in the e+p data an
additionall bin was denned at low-x and low-Q 2 , with Q2 range 200-400 GeV2
andd x range 0.006-0.01. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the resolutions of Q2, x and
yy respectively for the various d 2 cr/d:cdQ 2 bins used in the e+p data. The same
resolutionss were observed in the e~p data.
Thee cross section measurements were restricted to bins with a high purity, V,
andd a high acceptance, A. In this way large corrections for detector acceptance
andd migration effects were avoided. The purity and acceptance of a bin are
definedd as:
purity, V: the number of events generated and measured in a bin divided
byy the number of events measured in that bin;
efficiency, £: the number of events generated and measured in a bin
dividedd by the number of events generated in that bin;
acceptance, A: number of events measured in a bin divided by the
numberr of events generated in that bin.
Heree "measured in a bin" means that the kinematic variables of the reconstructedd event were contained in that bin and that the event met the event selection
criteria.. Note that with this set of definitions the following relation holds
AA = S/V
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FigureFigure 6.3. Various bin quality variables for the single differential bins in the
kinematickinematic variables Q2, x and y. (a),(b) and (c) the purity V; (d), (e) and (f)
thethe efficiency £; and (g), (h) and (i) the acceptance, A. The solid (open) dots
representrepresent the e~p (e+p) data.

Figuree 6.3 shows the various bin quantities for the different single differential
binss in Q2, x and y, respectively. The acceptance is above 30% for all bins,
exceptt for the lowest bins in Q2,x and y. The purity is well above 50% for all
bins,, except for the highest bin in Q2 which has a purity just below 50%. The
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variouss bin quantities for all bins used in the analysis are listed in Tab. A.l
too A.8.

6.2.. Cross Section Unfolding
Thee kinematic variables used in the measurement of the cross section are subjectt to various distortions like smearing effects, detector geometry effects and
electroweakk radiative effects. Hence, the measured values differ from the true
values.. The procedure to correct the measurement for these distortions is called
unfolding.. The cross section is extracted in bins of the various kinematic variables.. The integrated cross section including radiative correction in a bin of Q2
cann be written as
*rad(AQ2)) = " ' T ' * * ,

(6.2)

*^*"data a

wheree £data is the total integrated luminosity. iV data is the number of observed
dataa events in the bin that passed the charged current event selection and iVbg is
thee number of background events in the bin, as estimated from MC simulation.
Thee acceptance, A, of the bin which is denned as A = N^^/N™*?, was used
too correct for the effects from smearing and detector geometry. Where N^S^ is
thee observed number of charged current MC events in the bin that passed the
CCC event selection and N$£ is the number of CC MC events generated in that
bin.. Re-weighting iVjJJ^ and N™£ to the measured luminosity Eq. (6.2) can
bee rewritten as
NN
< W A Q 2 )) = ^
iyiy

^

NMC

== ^ < £ C ( A Q » ) ,
Jv

(6.3)

measmeas ''-'data

(6.4)

meas s

wheree Nmeas = iV data - JVbg and cr^J(AQ 2 ) is the integrated radiative cross sectionn in bin AQ2 evaluated by the CC MC events. To determine the electroweak
Bornn level cross section a correction factor was introduced

-SMM L(AQ2)
'rJ(AQ 2 ) )
wheree ^IcfrntAQ2) is the integrated Standard Model, SM, Born level cross sectionn in bin AQ2 and af^(AQ2)
is the integrated SM radiative cross section
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inn bin AQ 2 . Applying this correction factor, the integrated Born level cross
sectionn in bin AQ2 can be obtained from
(6.6) )

<TBorn(AQ 2 )) = C r a d < 7 r a d ( A Q J ) ,
__ <7rad(AQ 2 )
2
rrSM M
rad d(AQ ) )

SM

,

2)

(6.7) )

wheree af^(AQ2)
was obtained using the same Monte Carlo simulation which
hadd been used to calculate the acceptance, i.e. af^(AQ2) = cr^{AQ2).
Therefore,, combining Eq. (6.4) and Eq. (6.7) the Born level cross section can be
writtenn as
<TBon,(AQ2)) =
feTgJ.tAQ»).
(6.8)
Jv

meas s

Too obtain the differential cross section at a specific reference point in the bin,
aa correction factor was applied. For the differential cross section in Q2 this bin
centringg correction factor was defined as
<i«n«?2) )

acentree
a —

dQ2 2
QQ22=Q\ =Q\
2
SM
M
r
))
'Born (AQ
n

(6.9) )

the
wheree d<7^rn(Q2)/dQ2\Q2=Ci2is
^ M B o r n l e v e l d i f f e r e n t i a l c r o s s section at
2
thee reference point Q . Hence, the Born level differential cross section in Q2 at
thee reference point Q2 can be obtained from

d<7Born(<22) )

dQ 5 5

== C'centreO'BornCAQ ).
QQ22=Ql =Ql

(6.10) )

Substitutingg Eq. (6.8) and (6.9) into Eq. (6.10) the Born level differential cross
sectionn can be written as
d<TBorn(Q 2 ) )

dQ' '

NNmeasmeas
QQ22=Ql =Ql

dcr^Q2)
dQ< dQ<QQ22=Ql =Ql

(6.11) )

Finally,, the unfolded Born level differential cross section at the reference point
QQ22 was obtained by
d<7Born(Q2))
_ ATdata - JVbg
/V"MC C
dQ' dQ' QQ22=Ql =Ql 11 meas

ÓO^jQ2)
dQ' dQ' QQ22=Ql =Ql

(6.12) )
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Thee SM differential cross sections were evaluated in the on-shell scheme [51]
usingg the PDG values for the electroweak parameters and the CTEQ5D [52]
partonn distribution functions, PDFs. The same unfolding procedure was followedd for the single differential cross sections dcr/dx and da/dy and for the
doublee differential cross sections in bins of x and Q2, d2(j/dxdQ2.
Thee reference points in the unfolding of da/dQ2, da/dx and d2a/dxdQ2 were
chosenn to be the logarithmic centres of the bins in Q2 and x, except for the
highestt Q2 and highest x bins. The reference point for the highest Q2 bin was
sett so that the logarithmic distance to the previous reference point was equal
too the logarithmic distances between the other reference points. The reference
pointt in the highest x bin was set at xc = 0.65 [74]. The reference points in the
unfoldingg of da/dy were chosen to be the linear centres of the bins in y. The
singlee differential cross sections in x and y are quoted for Q2 > 200 GeV. The
calculatedd SM single differential cross sections in Q2 and x include the region
yy > 0.9. Hence the acceptance loss by the y selection threshold is corrected and
thee obtained cross sections were extrapolated to the full y range.

6.3.. Background Estimation
Variouss Monte Carlo samples were used to estimate the number of ep interactionss other than charged current interactions passing the CC event selection.
Thesee background events were subtracted in the cross section unfolding proceduree (see (6.12)). The ep backgrounds evaluated using MC samples were:
NCC DIS, photoproduction, charged lepton production and single W production.. Section 3.2 gives an overview of the MC programs which were used to
generatee the background events. Tables A.l to A.8 list the background contributionss from the different ep processes in the bins used in the cross section
unfolding.. The smallest background contribution comes from the NC DIS interactions,, whereas the photoproduction background is the largest. Over the
fulll kinematic range the background is well below 2%, except in the lowest Q2
bins.. Here the background contamination is of the order of 5% for e~p and
10%.forr e+p data.

6.4.. Statistical Uncertainties
Thee quoted statistical uncertainties in the cross section measurements are determinedd using standard statistical data analysis techniques. The cross section
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iss proportional to the number of events by (see eq. (6.12))
-Ndataa ~* J*bg

°°

N

/« i q\
(6 13)

^

-

wheree iVdata is the total number of observed data events and TVMC a n d iVbg
aree the number of measured charged current and background MC events, respectively.. NMC and -Nbg were obtained by the weighted sum of all the events
passingg the CC event selection criteria from the various Monte Carlo samples;
NMCNMC = Si^MC.i a n d M>g = Y^iwbg,i where i runs over all events and the
weightt assigned to each of the generated events is such that the total number
off events is normalised to the data luminosity. The statistical error of NMC m
aa bin is
AATMCC =

( 6 - 14 )

JZv&c,i

andd similarly for ATbg: AiVbg = J^u;Jgi.
The weight of the observed data
eventss is one. Therefore, the statistical error of the number of data events in a
binn is
AATdataa = y^iVd^
(6.15)
Thee statistical error of the cross section measurements can now be obtained
from m
„„

_

ÓstatÓstat

/ ( A J W ) ? + (AJVbg)?

~V

2

(JVdata + iVbg),

+

(ANUC\2

\NMC

J,

(bAb

>

wheree i denotes the bin number. For bins with less than 12 events a 67%
confidencee interval was calculated using Poisson statistics; the boundaries of
thiss confidence interval were taken as the statistical uncertainty.

6.5.. Systematic Uncertainties
Systematicc effects in the measurement can give a bias in the unfolding of the
crosss section. Various sources of systematic uncertainties have been studied.
Thee most important ones were found to be the energy scale of the calorimeter,
QCDD cascade models and the effects of the selection thresholds. Other sources
off systematic uncertainties which have been studied were: effects of the parton
densityy functions, effects of the NLO QCD corrections, energy leakage, CTD
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vertexx finding efficiency and the MC vertex distribution. The systematic uncertaintiess have been studied in the same bins as used in the unfolding. The final
systematicc error will be obtained by the quadratic sum of all the systematic
uncertainties. .
6.5.1.. Calorimeter Energy Scale
AA very important systematic uncertainty is the uncertainty of the energy scale
off the calorimeter. This energy scale has a direct effect on the reconstructionn of the kinematic variables and therefore on the measurement of the cross
sections.. Especially at high-Q 2 the effect can be relatively large due to the
steeplyy falling of the cross section. The energy scale and the associated uncertaintyy of the energy scale were determined, using NC DIS events, from the
ratioss of the total hadronic transverse momentum, Pr,h, to PT,DA a n d Pr,e,
wheree PT,DA — \ / Q D A ( 1 ~~ ^DA^ *s ^ e transverse momentum obtained from the
double-anglee method (see (4.16) and (4.17)) and Pr,e is the measured transverse
momentumm of the scattered electron. In order to restrict the hadronic activity
too particular polar regions, a sample of NC DIS events with a single jet was
selected.. By applying suitable cuts on the location of the current jet and evaluatingg PT,h/Pr,DA and Pr,h/PT,e event by event, the hadronic energy scales of
thee FCAL and BCAL were determined. The responses of the HAC and EMC
sectionss of the individual calorimeters were determined by plotting Pr,h/PT,DA
andd Pr,h/PT,e as a function of the fraction of the hadronic energy measured in
thee EMC section of the calorimeter. In each case, the uncertainty was found
byy comparing the determinations from data and MC. In order to study the
hadronicc energy scale in the RCAL, a sample of diffractive DIS events was selected.. Such events are characterised by a large gap in the hadronic energy flow
betweenn the proton remnant and the current jet. Pr,h/PT,DA w a s evaluated
event-by-eventt for events with hadronic activity exclusively in the RCAL and
thee energy scale and associated uncertainty determined.
Thee relative uncertainty of the energy scale was determined to be 2% for
thee RCAL and 1% for the FCAL and BCAL [80]. Varying the energy scale of
thee calorimeter sections by these amounts in the detector simulation induces
smalll shifts of the kinematic variables. The variations of the energy scale of
eachh of the calorimeters simultaneously up or down by these amounts gave
thee systematic uncertainty on the total measured energy in the calorimeter.
Byy increasing (decreasing) the FCAL and RCAL energy scales together while
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thee BCAL energy scale was decreased (increased) the uncertainty in the cross
sectionss from the effect of the energy scale on the measurement of 7h was
obtained.. The uncertainty stemming from the method used to determine the
relativee uncertainty was determined by simultaneously increasing the energy
measuredd in the EMC section of the calorimeter by 2% and decreasing the
energyy measurement in the HAC section by 2% and vice-versa. This was done
separatelyy for each of the calorimeters.
Thee effect of the uncertainty of the energy scale is maximal in high-Q 2 and
high-a;; bins. These are also the bins with the lowest number of events. Using
bothh data and MC to estimate the systematic uncertainty on the cross section
measurementt yields an overestimate of the error due to statistical fluctuations
inn the number of events in these bins. To circumvent this effect only the MC
simulationn was used to determine the systematic error on the cross section, in
thee following way:
— /VNN

ftft =

Ni

< 6 - 17 )

wheree i denotes a particular energy scale variation. Nnom is the number of
eventss in the nominal, i.e. not scaled, MC data and Ni is the number of events
inn the scaled MC data. The systematic error on the cross section, due to the
uncertaintyy of the calorimeter energy scale was obtained by quadratic summationn of the three estimates. The uncertainties from this check reach ~ 15% in
thee highest Q2 bins and ~ 20% in the highest x bins.
6.5.2.. QCD Cascade Model
Thee QCD cascade model used in the Monte Carlo event simulation in this
analysiss was provided by the colour dipole model, CDM as implemented in
thee ARIADNE [53] program. As an alternative to the CDM from ARIADNE the
matrixx element parton shower, MEPS, model as implemented in the LEPTO [50]
programm can be used for the simulation of the QCD cascade. Both models are
successfull in describing data from high-Q 2 DIS events [81]. The sensitivity of
thee cross section measurement to the higher order QCD effects in the hadronic
finalfinal state was estimated by using the MEPS model from LEPTO instead of the
CDMM from ARIADNE. The systematic error on the cross section was obtained
byy the difference in acceptance between the two models
^MEPS =

•4CDMM - *4MEPS

-4cDM M

(6.18) )
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wheree

Measurements

is the error in the positive (negative) direction, and
-4CDMM and «4MEPS are the acceptances calculated using the CDM model and
MEPSS model respectively. The largest uncertainty is found in the e+p data
inn the highest Q2 bin where it reaches ~ 20% and ~ 12% in the e~p. In the
highestt x bins the uncertainty is ~ 7%.
+<$MEPS ( — ^MEPS)

6.5.3.. Selection Thresholds
Manyy selection thresholds were varied in order to verify the stability of the cross
sectionn measurement in terms of efficiency and purity. Generally the selection
thresholdss for a selection variable were varied by an amount comparable with
thee resolution of the variable. Furthermore, the thresholds were varied by such
ann amount that the selection efficiency was still good, and the number of backgroundd events, i.e. beam-gas, cosmic muons, etc., did not become too large.
Mostt of the varied selection thresholds did not change the measured cross section,, and were therefore not included in the uncertainty [82]. The uncertainty
onn the cross section due to the selection threshold variation was obtained from
thee difference between the nominal cross section and the cross section calculated
withh the threshold variation
cici
TT

®i

^nom

~ ~~G
" n o mm

*• ''data

—

~ —ivMc
Jv

meas

-< *bg

-**meas

1

Wi—r~^~

" '

JV

data

JV

(

/c -\f\\
}

bg

wheree i denotes the threshold variation and a n o m the cross section unfolded
withh the nominal event selection. The selection thresholds which, when shifted,
significantlyy changed the cross section, and for which it was not possible to
estimatee the uncertainty in an other way, were included in the systematic error.
Statisticall fluctuations, due to limited statistics in some bins, were suppressed
byy demanding that changes in iVdata - A^g did not exceed 5%. If so, the
uncertaintyy in the bin for that particular threshold variation was set to zero.
Inn order not to overestimate the uncertainties, the threshold variations were
separatedd in two sets, transverse momentum, T l , and tracking quantities, T2.
Thee largest uncertainty in a set was selected as the uncertainty of the threshold
variationn for that set.
T l ,, transverse momentum
Thee first set of threshold variations, T l , is concerned with the transverse momentumm selection cuts:
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•• ^r,miss > 12

1.2 GeV, for high-70 events;

•• ^ m i s s > 14

1.4 GeV, for low-70 e+p events;

•• ^r,miss > 25

2.5 GeV, for low-70 e~p events;

•• Pr,miss > 10

1.0 GeV, for high-70 events;

•• ^Tmiss > 12

1.2 GeV, for low-70 e+p events;

•• ^Tmiss > 25

2.5 GeV, for low-70 e~p events;

Uncertainties

wheree the Pr,miss and ^rmiss c u t s a r e described in Sect. 5.3 and Sect. 5.4,
respectively.. The selection thresholds are varied by the resolution of PT, which
iss of the order of 10%. The uncertainty arising from these variations are up
too ~ 3% in the lowest-x and highest y bins and up to ~ 8% in the lowest-Q2
lowest-xx bin of the double differential cross section in the e+p data.
T2,, track quantities
Thee second set of threshold variations, T2, is concerned with the selection
thresholdss on tracking variables:

•• ÖJJ > 15° + 18.5°;
•• P7;t x rk>o- 2 +

002GeV

•• Ar t g r ^ o d >0.25iV t
••

N

t^

> ^trk - 5

•• Ntzk* > 1 0

;
;

1, for e~p events;

1, for e'p events;

Thee first two thresholds concern the definition of a "good" track and are describedd in Sect. 5.4. The 0Jj£ threshold is tightened to select only tracks passing
sixx super-layers of the CTD instead of five, and the Pj$Tk thresholds was varied
withh a somewhat arbitrary 10%. Both the ATtrk and N^0 thresholds are also
describedd in section Sect. 5.4 The additional threshold selection for the e~p
dataa is described in Sect. 5.4.1. The uncertainty arising from these variations
iss ~ 4% in the lowest-x bins. In the e~p data the uncertainties are ~ 12% in
thee lowest-Q2 bin and up to 17% in the lowest-Q2 lowest-x bin.
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6.5.4.. Background Subtraction
Thee backgrounds discussed in Sect. 6.3 were subtracted in the cross section unfoldingg procedure. Hence, uncertainties in the normalisation or shapes of these
backgroundss can bias the cross section measurement. The largest background
contributionn came from the direct and resolved photoproduction events. The
contributionn to the systematic error on the cross section due to the uncertainty
off the normalisation is presented in this section.
Figuress 6.4(a) and 6.4(c) show the PT/ET distribution for high-70 events with
PTPT < 20 GeV for e~p and e+p, respectively. The arrows in the figures indicate
thee selection thresholds as applied in the CC event selection (see Sect. 5.7).
Hence,, only the background events with PT/ET
> 0.55 were subtracted in
thee cross section unfolding. Below the PT/ET threshold, a large number of
photoproductionn events is observed in both e~p and e+p. The uncertainty
inn the normalisation of the direct and resolved photoproduction events was
obtainedd by a x 2 fit, using MINUIT [83], to the total PT/ET distribution, with
thee following function:
NucNuc = a(j3fdiT + (1 - 0) fTes) + NCC + iVother

(6.20)

wheree a and j3 are the fit parameters. Parameter a is the sum of all photoproductionn events, i.e. the total photoproduction normalisation, Np^p; Parameter
(3(3 is the fraction of direct photoproduction events of the total number of photoproductionn events, Fdir; NQC is the total number of CC MC events and iV other is
thee sum of all other background MC events (NC DIS, charged lepton production
andd single W production); /di r and / r e s are defined as
Jdir,iJdir,i

=

^Mir,i/ / , -"*dir,i
i=binn

Jres,i = ™res,i/ /
i=bin

u

•^res,i

wheree i denotes the histogram bin number. iVdir,* and NTe&!i are the number
off direct and resolved photoproduction events in histogram bin i, respectively.
Thee sum runs over all histogram bins included in the fit. From the above the
followingg x 2 -square definition is obtained

ièfnn (<™W) 2 + (^MC,i)2

[

}

wheree iVdata,i is the number of data events in histogram bin i, and NMCJ is
thee sum of the number of events from all MC simulations in histogram bin i,
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determinedd from (6.20). <5iVdata,i and 6Nuc,i denote the statistical errors on
-Ndata,ii and Nuc,i, respectively. (6.20) was chosen as the fit function, since it
separatess the relative normalisation between the direct and resolved photoproductionn MC from the overall photoproduction MC normalisation. Therefore,
itt was possible to fit the normalisation, iVphp, and the fraction of direct and
resolvedd photoproduction, F^, separately.
Firstt a fit was performed to determine iVphp, with F^T fixed at the values
providedd by the MC generator; this was followed by a fit of Fair with ATphp
fixedd at the fitted value. These fits were performed once in the PT/ET range
0.1-1.00 and once in the range 0.25-0.8. The results from the fits are listed
inn Table 6.1, and Figs. 6.4(b) and 6.4(d) show the x 2 / n c u ° distributions. From
thesee distributions it is clear that no sensitivity for F^T is observed in the
PT/ETPT/ET
distributions. Hence, no contribution to the systematic error on the
crosss section measurement was obtained for the fraction of direct and resolved
photoproduction. .
Thee fit of iVphp in both PT/ET regions for e+p, resulted in an uncertainty of
thee normalisation of ~ 10%. For e~p, the fit of both iVphp and i^ir failed in the
largerr PT/ET range 0.1-1.0, due to a lack of statistics. This lack of statistics
alsoo influenced the fit for e~p in the tighter PT/ET range 0.25-0.8, resulting in
aa large uncertainty of the normalisation of ~ 25%. Since no difference between
thee photoproduction background in e~p and e+p is expected, and the fits of the
e~pe~p data were very much influenced by lack of statistics, the same uncertainty
off the normalisation found for e+p was applied for e~p. To determine the
contributionn of the uncertainty on the cross section measurement due to the
normalisationn of photoproduction, the photoproduction background was varied
upp and down by 20%, corresponding to twice the value of the uncertainty given
byy the fit, in both e~p and e+p. The systematic error was than obtained by

&,, = NnZ "
J

( 6 - 22 )

'nom m

weree Nnom is the number of MC events in a sample with the subtracted photoproductionn background normalised to the generator cross section.
is the
numberr of MC events with the photoproduction background varied up and
down,, as described above. The systematic errors were typically less than 1%.
Onlyy in one of the lowest-Q2 bins of the double differential cross section the
systematicc error was ~ 4%.
Thee contribution to the cross section measurement from the other backgroundss (NC, charged lepton production and single W production) was very
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FigureFigure 6.4- (a) The PT/ET
distribution for events with high-j0 and Bj- <
200 GeV for e~p and, (c) for e+p. (b) The y?/ndf distributions of the four
distribution as function of the fraction of direct
fitsfits performed to the PT/ET
photoproductionphotoproduction of the fit (upper axis), and as function of the total
photoprodcutionphotoprodcution events (lower axis) for e~p and, (d) for e+p.

small,, and variations of the normalisation of these background by 100% resultedd in variations in the cross section well below 0.5% in the full kinematic
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TableTable 6.1. Results for the fit to the PT/ET
distribution. The
numbersnumbers for the nominal situation are not fitted but derived from
thethe cross sections given by the MC generator. The fits to Nphp and
fdirfdir are 'performed separately, e.g. Nphp is fitted while fdiris fixed
andand vice versa.
fitfit condition

fitfit range

1.4

0.277

0.07

0.25-0.8 8 26.00
0.25-0.8 8 26.0 0

6.8

0.27 7
0.166

0.48

280.99

7.4

0.311

0.05

265.88
265.8 8
275.55
275.5 5

21.1 0.31 1
0.144
22.7 0.31 1
0.288

Nominall (e+p)
iVphpp fit
F d i rr fit
iVphpp fit
Fdirr fit

X 2 /ndf f

-Fdir r

38.99

Nominall {e~p)
ATphpp fit
F d i rr fit

Wphp p

0.10-1.0 0
0.10-1.0 0
0.25-0.8 8
0.25-0.8 8

9.6/11 1
9.0/11 1

15.2/18 8
0.17 14.2/18 8
12.1/11 1
0.28 12.0/11 1

range.. Therefore the contribution to the total systematic uncertainty from the
subtractionn of these backgrounds was neglected.
6.5.5.. Partem Distribution Functions
Thee Monte Carlo events used in unfolding the cross section were generated with
thee CTEQ5D [52] PDFs. The same PDFs were used in the calculation of the
binn centring corrections. In this way a consistent unfolding of the cross section
wass achieved. The influence on the cross section from variations of the PDFs
weree investigated using the ZEUS-S NLO QCD fit [84] via the difference in
acceptance.. The Monte Carlo events were re-weighted to the total experimental
uncertaintyy of the prediction of the cross sections evaluated from the ZEUS-S
fit.. Note that no HERA CC data is included in the fit. The cross sections
weree unfolded using the re-weighted MC, and compared with the nominal cross
sections.. The differences in the measured cross sections for the e~p data were
beloww 0.5% in the full kinematic region, and therefore the contribution to the
totall systematic error was neglected. For the e+p data the differences were
beloww 1% except for the highest Q2 bin where it was - 5 % and the highest x
binn where it was +4%. Hence, the effect of the uncertainty in the PDFs, <5PDF,
wass included in the total systematic error for the e+p data.
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6.5.6.. Effect of NLO QCD Corrections
Thee computer program DJANGOH [48] does not take into account contributions
too the cross section from the longitudinal structure function, FL, and NLO QCD
correctionss to xF$ when generating Monte Carlo events. However, at high-j/
thee contribution of FL to the cross section is of the order of 10% [18]. In the
calculationn of the bin centring corrections the contribution of NLO QCD correctionss were also neglected, yielding a consistent unfolding of the cross sections,
andd effects from neglecting the NLO QCD corrections can only originate from
differencess in the acceptance. The uncertainty is obtained by re-weighting the
MCC events to the ratio between the cross section calculated with and without
NLOO QCD corrections. The systematic errors, £QCD, were typically less than
1%% for both e~p and e+p. The largest effect was observed in the e+p data in
thee highest Q2 bin where it was ~ 6% and in the highest x bin where is was
~4%. .
6.5.7.. Energy Leakage
Forr an accurate measurement of the kinematic variables, it is important that
thee hadronic system is fully contained within the CAL. Energy leakage of
thee hadronic system out of the CAL can have an effect on the cross sectionn measurement. The CAL is surrounded by the backing calorimeter, BAC
(seee Sect. 2.3.2), which was used to measure the effect of energy leakage of the
CAL.. It was found that 4% of the accepted events had a measurable energy
leakagee from the CAL into the BAC. The average energy fraction in the BAC
w.r.t.. to the total energy was 5%. Both the fraction of events with leakage and
thee average amount of leakage were well modelled by the MC simulation and
thee effect on the cross section measurement is negligible.
6.5.8.. Vertex Finding Efficiency
AA difference in the CTD vertex finding efficiency, £CTD , between data and
Montee Carlo can bias the measurement of the cross section. To obtain the
m
£CTDD
the 7o range of 0.0-0.6 rad the CC event selection was redone with the
7oo threshold set to 0.6 rad (see Sect. 5.2). £CTD w a s determined as the ratio of
eventss with a CTD vertex and all events passing the CC event selection (events
inn the forward direction always have a timing vertex). Figures 6.5(a) and 6.5(b)
showw the £CTD for the e~p and e+p data and MC as a function of 70 . The turn
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FigureFigure 6.5. The CTD vertex finding efficiency as function of 70 for the (a)
e~pe~p and (b) e+p analysis. The solid dots represent the data events and the open
trianglestriangles represent the MC events. Also shown are the turn on curves for data
(solid(solid line) and MC (dashed line) obtained from a fit.
onn curves shown in Fig. 6.5 were obtained by a x 2 fit to the function
(6.23) )

withh a, (3 and e as free parameters. Parameter a is the turn on point, /3 is
thee slope and e is the saturation value. It can been seen from the figure that
goodd agreement is observed as 70 increases towards the 0.4 rad threshold where
aa CTD vertex is required in this analysis. Also it can be observed from the
figuree that the efficiency approaches 100% at the threshold of 0.4 rad for both
e~pe~p and e+p. Hence, the contribution from the CTD vertex finding efficiency
too the systematic error is insignificant.
6.5.9.. Vertex Distribution in Monte Carlo
Thee distribution of the Z position of the reconstructed vertex depends on the
runn period, due to changes of the beam conditions over time. The vertex distributionss used in the Monte Carlo samples were corrected for these effects
usingg the method described in Sect. 4.4. Changes in the measured cross section
weree found to be less than 0.5% and the contribution to the overall systematic
uncertaintyy is insignificant.
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6.5.10.. Summary of the Systematic Uncertainties
Too obtain the total systematic uncertainties the systematic uncertainties from
eachh of the sources described in this section were added in quadrature for the
positivee and negative deviations from the nominal cross section values separately. .
Figuress B.l-B.6 show the various systematic checks described in the above
sectionss for the single differential bins. The various systematic errors in all bins
usedd in the analysis are listed in Tab. B.l to B.8. Table 6.2 shows the systematic
errorss in the total cross section measurement for e~p and e+p charged current
DISS in the kinematic region Q2 > 200 GeV2. The largest systematic uncertainty
inn e~p came from the selection thresholds based on tracking and in e+p from
thee QCD cascade modelling. Note that the largest error on the cross section
measurementss still came from the limited statistics.
TableTable 6.2. Uncertainties on the total cross section measurementment for e~p and e+p charged current deep inelastic scatteringtering in the kinematic region Q2 > 200 GeV2.
source e
calorimeterr energy scale
QCDD cascade model
selectionn thresholds, T l
selectionn thresholds, T2
phpp subtraction
PDFF uncertainty
NLOO QCD corrections
totall systematic error
statisticall error

errorr (%, e p) errorr (%, e+p)
+0.34 4
-0.43 3

+0.48 8
-0.26 6

77
55
55

88
55
00

+0.18 8
-0.40 0
+0.06 6
-0.10 0

+0.39 9
-0.68 8

-0.57 7

-0.85 5

+1.3 3
-1.5 5

+1.4 4
-1.7 7

00

66

00

Thee uncertainties on the measured total luminosity were 1.8% and 2.25% for
thee e~p and e+p data, respectively, and were not included in the total systematic
uncertainty. .
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6.6.. Summary
Thee binning of the kinematic range used in the measurement of the cross section
andd the unfolding strategy together with an overview of the various systematic
uncertaintiess were presented in this chapter.
Inn the next chapter the final results for the charged current cross section for
e~pe~p and e~*~p data will be discussed.
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